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“It’s difficult to make 
predictions, especially 
about the future.”





CEQ Annual Air Pollution Index



CEQ Forest Bird Population Index



Forest Acres (All) Core Forest Acres



Acres of Agricultural Fields in CT



Land development is no longer the number 
one threat to habitat and natural systems in 
Connecticut.

So what is #1?  





Factors and Choices







"In my view, it's the greatest 
threat to agriculture and the land 
available for farming today.“

Steven Reviczky
Commissioner of Agriculture

August 1, 2016







Risk Map for Ramorum Blight (Sudden Oak Death)



This place is gorgeous! 



Election 2016, when it comes to invasive species the silence is 

almost deafening 

 Posted on 9 June, 2016  
 by Andrew Cox  
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Election 2016, when it comes to 

invasive species the silence is almost deafening



“We’re more than halfway 

through Australia’s marathon 

federal election but yet to hear 

what the major parties will do to 

confront the environmental 

threats posed by invasive species. 

The silence is almost deafening.”



Trump surrogate says 

Donald would make the 

Great Lakes ‘great again’



Invasive Species and Disturbances: Current and Future Roles of 

Forest Service Research and Development

Mary Ellen Dix1, Marilyn Buford2, Jim Slavicek 3,

Allen M. Solomon4, and Susan G. Conard5

“The success of an invasive species is in large 

part due to favorable conditions resulting from the 

complex interactions among natural and 

anthropogenic factors such as native and 

nonnative pests, fires, droughts, hurricanes, wind 

storms, ice storms, climate warming, management 

practices, human travel, and trade. Reducing the 

negative effects of invasive species and other 

disturbances on our natural resources is a major 

priority.”



“Meeting this goal will require an understanding of 

the complex interactions, development of tools to 

minimize new invasions, and effective management 

of systems that have already been changed by 

invasive species.

Resources needed to accomplish the foregoing 

outcomes include the following:

1. Modelers skilled in multiobjective stand dynamics 

and forest management modeling.

2. Integrative specialists whose expertise 

incorporates ecological, social, and economic 

effects.









; 

• what will we allow and encourage?
•

Six factors Our choices

• The climate will change. ?? (probably not our choice)

• Rate of land disturbance 
vs. 
Rate of land conservation

Conservation, Regulation and Incentives: 
Our choice!

• More international trade and travel
Will education and voluntary efforts be 
enough?
(No evidence for that)

If not, then we must elevate this as a public 
issue, and devote an appropriate level of 
state resources, or ...

• People and preferences will change

• Indifference

• Political will to spend to: regulate, educate 
and respond to invasions





Some things do get better.







Council on 
Environmental Quality
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